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And When I’m Not Doing Data Management…

Big Data Survey
• How familiar are you with Big Data technologies?
A. Very familiar. We are using Big Data technologies now.
B. Somewhat. I know what it is, but am not using it.
C. Not at all. This is new to me.
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• Dot COM Bubble Bursts
• Data Integration
• “Do More with Less”

• Dot COM Revolution
• Changing Business Models

Traditional Relational Technologies and “Big Data” a Paradigm Shift
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Design, then Implement
“Passive”, Push technology
“Manageable” volumes of information
“Stable” rate of change
Business Intelligence

Design
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Discover and Analyze
Collaborative, Interactive
Massive volumes of information
Rapid and Exponential rate of change
Statistical Analysis

Discover
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“Traditional” way of Looking at the World:
Hierarchies
• Carolus Linnaeus in 1735 established a hierarchy/taxonomy for organizing
and identifying biological systems.
Kingdom
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“New” Way of Looking at the World
Emergence
In philosophy, systems theory, science, and art,
emergence is the way complex systems and patterns
arise out of a multiplicity of relatively simple interactions.
- Wikipedia
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What is Big Data?
• Big Data is often characterised by the “3 Vs”:
• Volume: Is there a high volume of data? (e.g. terabytes per day)
• Velocity: Is data generated or changed at a rapid pace? (e.g. per second, sub-second)
• Variety: Is data stored across multiple formats? (e.g. machine data, OSS data, log files)

• The ability to understand and manage these sources and integrate them into the larger
Business Intelligence ecosystem can provide the ability to gain valuable insights from
data.

• This ability leads to the “4th V” of Big Data – Value.
• Value: Valuable insights gained from the ability to analyse and discover new patterns and
trends from high-volume and/or cross-platform systems.

• Volume
• Velocity
• Variety

Value

Big Data in the Larger Information
Management Landscape
• Big Data Analytics is a core component of
the foundation of information
management

Information
Goals &
Principles

• It must be integrated with other disciplines
such as Business Intelligence, in order to
meet Information Goals
• Only through proper Governance, Data
Quality Management, etc., can
organisations achieve the 5th “V” –
Veracity.
• Veracity: Trust in the accuracy,
quality and content of the
organisations’ information assets.
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Big Data vs. Relational Databases
• Relational Databases are good for:
• Structured data, that can be designed “up
front” with predictable queries
• Ease and speed of query and retrieval
• Reducing redundancy
• Data consistency & integrity
• ACID transactions (Atomicity, Consistency,
Isolation, Durability)
• Answer questions such as:
• How many customers do we have in a
certain region?
• What were total sales by region last
quarter?

• Big Data solutions are good for:
• Analysing large volumes of unstructured (&
structured) data that is generated or changed at a
rapid pace
• Finding correlations between data from multiple
sources.
• Keeping an “active archive” of information that can
be re-processed and re-analyzed

• Analysing raw data before it goes into a Data
Warehouse or Transactional Database
• Answering questions such as:
• What new patterns can I discover in my data?
• What is the correlation between data sources? (e.g. call
logs and network data)

Combining Both Sources Can Provide Valuable
Information
• There are numerous ways to gain value from data
• Relational Database and Data Warehouse systems are one key
source of value
• Customer information
• Product information

• Big Data can offer new insights from data
• From new data sources (e.g. social media)
• By correlating multiple new and existing data sources (e.g.
network patterns & customer data)

• Integrating DW and Big Data can provide valuable new insights.
• Examples include:
• Customer Experience Optimisation
• Churn Management
• Products & Services Innovation

Data
Warehouse

New
Insights

Relational Databases vs. Big Data
• With the rise of massive volume, real-time data streams, traditional
relational database technologies cannot scale.
• Google, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter, MySpace
• Corporate Data: email logs, click stream data, medical diagnostics research, etc.
• Huge volumes: With Google, for example, you’re basically “ingesting” the entire internet.

• Issues that arise with Big Data
•
•
•
•

Can’t store in a single, relational database  Too Big
Can’t easily index  Too Big
Can’t write traditional SQL  Unstructured
Can’t design data structures “top-down”  Data is constantly in flux and in creation.

Relational Databases vs. Big Data
• Big Data Solutions address these issues by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distributed data storage across servers
Stores data in files
Post-creation analysis, real-time
Data is structured as it is accessed
Natural-language, application-level processing
Distributed hash tables – pull record by name, similar to application programming

• Can be done on commodity hardware-> cost savings
• But remember TCO—skills to manage can be expensive

A Hadoop Example
• The standard “Hello World” program for MapReduce is the “Word Count”
program - how many times does a word appear across data sources?

HDFS
Store data in
“blocks” across
distributed
servers.

Reduce

Map
Parses lines and
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etc…
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Hive
Store in a warehouse platform

1.
2.
3.

Create Table
Perform ETL
Write query

Select Word, Count
from SOCIALINPUT

The Business Case Remains the Same
Single, Consistent View of Information – from all Sources
Tell me what
customers are
saying about our
product.
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Traditional/Relational Data

Oracle
DB2
Informix

MS
SQL
Azure

I’ll need to input the raw data
from thousands of sources, and
write a program to parse and
analyse the relevant
information.

Which customer
database do you
want me to pull this
from? We have 25.

Sybase

SQL
Server

LOL. TTYL.
Leving soon.

Teradata

DBA

SAP

Data
Architect

And, by the way, the databases
all store customer information
in a different format.
“CUST_NM” on DB2,
“cust_last_nm” on Oracle, etc.
It’s a mess.

Data
Scientist

The Two Solutions Can Work Together
Data Warehouse

Big Data
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Are Data Models Still Relevant?

From Data Modeling for the Business by
Hoberman, Burbank, Bradley, Technics
Publications, 2009

Case Study: Facebook
Moved from Big Data to Traditional DW
• Started with Big Data using Hadoop, then saw the need for a traditional Data
Warehouse
› Ken Rudin, director of analytics at Facebook presented keynote at TDWI
Chicago in May 2013—video replay available.
• Needed a single source of reference for core business data
• All data in one place- “managed chaos”
• Define the core elements of the business, leave the rest alone
• 100,000s of tables in Hadoop down to a few dozen in Data Warehouse

• What data warehouse was good at:
• Operational analysis (e.g. how many users logged in by region?)
• Faster query time (1 minute on DW, over 1 hour on Hadoop)

• What Big Data was good at:
• Exploratory analysis (e.g. Where are users posting from—how can we infer a location if one is not
listed?)

“The genius of AND and the tyranny of OR” – Jim Collins, author of
“Good to Great” -> i.e. Both solutions have their place

Case Study: Facebook
Moved from Big Data to Traditional DW
• Challenge in both Big Data and Data Warehouse solutions — business definitions
and business value of data.

• e.g. How many users logged in yesterday?
• What do you mean by user?
• Does user include mobile devices?
• If a user posted from Spotify, is that a user?

• Sound familiar?
olume
elocity
ariety

alue

Case Studies & Organizational
Considerations
It’s not just about the data

Case study: International Telcom Company
• An international telcom company was looking to leverage data as a corporate asset.
• Data is seen as their most strategic asset and corporate focus
• Telecommunications is a secondary goal

• Opportunities in Leveraging Big Data
• New Product & Service Development
• Data is Anonymized & sent to digital arm for new product and development
• Data-driven prototyping – using analytics to see what products are working best and
used most
• Monetization
• Resell anonymized data to Retail, City Planners, etc.
• Footfall with integrated geospatial location data
• Customer Value Management
• Marketing with Opt-in, e.g. ads for bolt-on roaming when enter a new country—before
they use a competitor platform
• Sentiment Analysis (via call logs & social media)
• Operational Performance & Maintenance
• Network Optimisation
• Integrating call failure information and location information with survey data

The Motivation Model
• The Motivation Model provides a framework for aligning goals & objectives.
• Was referenced throughout the project.

Vision & Principles

• Vision = Pro-active & Innovative Big Data infrastructure solutions, supporting identification & delivery
of organizational value, whilst driving efficiency & reducing solution cost.

• Principles
• Define a minimum number of consumption patterns covering common business use cases.
• Differential Big Data opportunities in the context of conventional Information Management and
BI
• Create a small number of Big Data service catalogue definitions supporting each pattern.

Aligning Business with IT

• Business & IT had complementary drivers and goals

• Business Drivers Included
• Add Value to Local Markets (Internationally)
• Optimise Commercial & Operational Value from Data
• Leverage Rapid Growth of Data Assets

• To Support these Business Drivers, IT Drivers included
• Develop a Core Competency in Big Data Technologies
• Leverage Re-Usable Solutions
• Align with Enterprise Architecture

Goals & Objectives
• Goals & Objectives for both Business and IT included:
•
•
•
•

Provide a Clear Definition of Big Data
Create Common Use Case Patterns
Create a Common Service Catalogue
Define Common, Reusable Technology Architectures

Categorization of Big Data Use Cases
• Extended interviews were conducted with stakeholders worldwide
• Demand patterns were categorized into the following groups.

Customer Value
Management

Operational Analytics

Products and Services
Innovation

Data Monetization

Customer Experience
Optimisation

Network Analytics

KPI Reporting – Device
Analytics

Network Usage Patterns

Customer Insight

Storage Monitoring

Troubleshooting

Footfall Analytics

Consumer Marketing

Data Centre Monitoring

Sentiment Analysis
(Social Media)

Family Identification

Product & Service Usage
Patterns

Use Case Model
› The Use Case
Model
» Categorizes
existing demand
» Provides a “heat
map” of usage
patterns

Big Data Usage “Checklist”
• A questionnaire was
provided to:
• Provide education &
guidance on proper use
cases for Hadoop
• Establish governance
criteria for approving use
cases for the platform

• A subset of this
questionnaire is shown here.

...

Etc.

New Operating Model:
Interactions Between New & Existing Roles
Existing Roles

New Roles

Alignment
Privacy
Analyst

Network
Administrator

Data Architect
Data Scientist

ETL Developer
Hadoop
Administrator

Roles & Responsibilities
Roles

Hadoop
Administrator

Network Architect

Hadoop Developer

Data Scientist

ETL Developer

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•

Deploy, configure, monitor & tune Hadoop cluster
Add and remove nodes
Capacity monitoring
Configure & manage scheduling
Manage memory, CPU, OS, & storage

•
•
•

Hadoop infrastructure
Linux
Java or related programming skills

•

Architects network requirements for the Hadoop service (latency,
capacity, availability, etc.)

•
•

Networking architecture
Networking engineering

•
•

Implements Hadoop components within the framework
Writes MapReduce code for analysis, data movement scripts, etc.

•
•
•

Hadoop framework & components (e.g. MapReduce, Pig, Hive, etc.)
Linux
Java or related programming skills

•
•
•

Builds statistical models
Understands business requirements
Discovers new patterns & insights from data

•
•
•

Statistical analysis
Programmatic knowledge in MapReduce coding
Business knowledge of data

•

Understands sources and targets for data, and requirements for
transformation & movement
Chooses fit-for purpose ETL solution based on BI stack and/or Hadoop
stack
Creates ETL scripts/code within the Hadoop ecosystem and/or BI
ecosystem

•
•
•
•

Knowledge of source and target data systems
Hadoop ETL components e.g. MapReduce, Flume, Sqoop, Hive, Pig, etc.
SQL and relational technologies
BI ETL components, e.g. Ab Initio, ODI

•
•
•

Knowledge of source data systems
SQL and relational technologies
Business knowledge of data

•
•

Privacy regulations within the organization
Governmental privacy regulations

•
•

Data Architect

Privacy Analyst

Skills

•

Organizes, aggregates, and structures the data to ensure it can be
usefully queried in appropriate timeframes by all users.

•

Understands and communicates privacy policies around data both
governmental & within the company
Approves data sharing policies

•

The Results
• Results of this Big Data Strategy included:
•
•
•
•

Better alignment between BI and Infrastructure teams
Improved education & governance for Big Data use cases
Clearer understanding of value propositions for Big Data and BI
New insights & increased value from data as a corporate asset

New
Insights

Case Study: European Consumer Energy Company
• For the consumer energy sector Big Data and Smart Meters are
transforming the ways of doing business and interacting with
customers.
• Moving away from traditional data use cases of metering & billing.
• Smart meters allow customers to be in control of their energy usage.
•
•
•

Control over energy usage with connected systems
Custom Energy Reports & Usage
Smart Billing based on usage times

• As energy usage declines, data is becoming the true business asset for
this energy company.
• Monetization of non-personal data is a future consideration.

• While the Big Data Opportunity is crucial, equally important are the
traditional data sources
• New Data Quality Tools in place for operational and DW data
• Data Governance Program analyzing data in relation to business processes &
roles
• Business-critical data elements identified and definitions created

Summary
• We are in a period of “disruptive” technology with new opportunities
•
•
•
•

Rapid rate of change, Massive volumes of data
Social changes: more participatory, engaged
Distributed, web-based implementations
Correlations & analysis required

• Create a fit-for-purpose solution
• Relational databases are still great for operational systems
• Big Data offers new opportunities for analysis across distributed systems of diverse data

• As with any Age of Change, the basics still apply
• The “hard stuff” still needs to be done: analysis, data quality, etc.
• Governance and Operational Models are critical
• Data models are valuable to document business requirements and technical implementation

• Have fun! This is an exciting time to be in Information Management

